Introduction
High horizontal resolution is required for many wave model applications, especially in cases where horizontal gradients in bathymetry or surface currents are expected to strongly affect the wave field. However, it is equally important that high resolution is not applied where it is not needed, since computer resources are finite. If the modeler is interested in a specific, limited region, then nesting is a suitable solution. However, if the objective is to comprehensively model a large coastline, more elegant methods are required to optimize use of computer resources.
The pre-existing versions of WAVEWATCH III TM (Tolman 2002a) only allow grids with uniform spacing and, in the case of grids prescribed in latitude/longitude coordinates, require that the grid axes strictly follow the four cardinal directions. The curvilinear technique, already in use by a number of ocean models and wave models, allows more efficient use of computational resources, applying higher spatial resolution where it is required, and aligning the grid with the coastline. The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) has stated the goal of operational modeling of the entire US coastline at 5 km resolution by 2009 (Tolman, unpublished document) . By making cross-shore resolution relatively high near the shoreline, curvilinear grids would allow valid predictions in water depths as shallow as 30 m for many regions.
For large scale modeling, additional grid projections are possible using a curvilinear model, e.g. Lambert conformal conic.
Another potential advantage of the curvilinear approach is potential reduction of interpolation requirements in communication between models. For example, the wave model grid may match that of the atmospheric model and/or ocean model that it is coupled with. However, it should be noted that resolution requirements for different models are typically dissimilar, so it is not necessarily advantageous to run models on the same grid.
The problems with computational efficiency associated with running WAVEWATCH III (WW3) at higher spatial resolution (e.g. 1 -1000 m) is not addressed herein, but we expect that it will be addressed in a future effort. Until then, it will generally be more efficient to use a model with stationary and/or unconditionally stable nonstationary capability, such as SWAN (Booij et al. 1999 ), for such applications.
At time of writing, unstructured grid implementation for WW3 is nearing completion (F. Ardhuin, personal communication) . This will obviously allow even greater flexibility in computational grid design.
This work was performed was performed during December 2007 -May 2008 using WW3 version 3.13. At time of writing, the modifications have been merged into (prerelease) version 3.14.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with phase-averaged wave modeling in general and the WW3 model in particular. However, the specifics of the WW3 design are in many cases not obvious, being different from other, comparable models such as WAM (WAMDIG 1988; Komen et al. 1994) ; therefore, some background information is given in the relevant sections below.
2.
Auxiliary software development 2.1. Unified grid approach In the pre-existing WW3 code, the coordinate system (spherical with units degrees latitude/longitude versus Cartesian with units meters x/y) is selected at compile time and is implemented via a pre-processing of the code itself, selectively activating/deactivating specific lines of code. The model has been modified such that the coordinate system is selected at run time instead. The choice between rectilinear and curvilinear, which is obviously a new feature, is also made at run time. Changes in support of the new run-time options have been incorporated into the user command script, ww3_grid.inp (see Appendix).
2.2.
Grid Search and Re-Grid Utilities Because the pre-existing WW3 code was restricted to rectilinear grids much of the interpolation and associated searching was performed using simple, typically inline, calculations. Remapping between curvilinear grids requires more general search and remapping algorithms. Generalized searching and remapping for logically rectangular grids has been implemented in a new "Grid Search and Re-Grid Utilities" module (W3GSRUMD). The W3GSRUMD data structures and procedures are restricted to logically rectangular (i,j) grids and cannot be applied to unstructured grids.
The grid-search-utility (GSU) object can be used for rapid searching of the associated grid to identify a grid cell that encloses a target point and to compute interpolation (currently, only bilinear) weights. The GSU object maintains internal pointers to the associated grid coordinate arrays. The GSU object also internally stores information about the grid to facilitate the search operations. Rapid searching is done using a bucket search algorithm. The search buckets are based on the bounding box for the associated grid and an optional user defined minimum number of grid cells per search bucket, cb n . This parameter is set in the code, but is readily modified. The default value is
The GSU object is an "opaque" object. This means that the internals of the object are not accessible outside the W3GSRUMD module. The burden is upon the model developer to invoke the destroy method when finished with a GSU object. If created GSU objects are not properly destroyed, then memory leaks may be introduced.
2.3.
Test case software The pre-existing WW3 software package includes sample test cases, as well as scripts for pre-processing and compiling the WW3 executables. For the present project, a shell script was created to facilitate rapid, repetitive recompiling and testing of modifications during the development process. The script utilizes a database of test cases that is maintained by the user. Necessary files and compile instructions for different test cases are stored in respective subdirectories. The script accepts as command line input, among other things: information on the compiler; instructions regarding which source code to use; information regarding whether the test case is a multi-grid test case; the number of processors to utilize; and whether to run only a subset (versus all) of the WW3 executables. A typical verification process works as follows: 1) User decides on test case and options (e.g. first order scheme vs. higher order scheme) 2) User runs script for baseline case (which is typically some form of the "official" WW3 code).
3) User runs script using the new code 4) User evaluates results using by either a) executing a second script that in turn executes a series of "diff" commands on model ascii output, or b) loading graphics software and visually evaluating the output.
Thus, there are typically only three line commands required (e.g. 2, 3, 4a above) for each test case. The associated test case database created for this project includes many of the preexisting test cases, as well as several new ones associated with curvilinear coordinates. These are detailed in Section 4.
3.
Implementation of curvilinear grids 3.1. Grid quantities For simplicity, we present here only the case for Cartesian (meters) coordinate system. Our primary references for this work are two unpublished documents by Henri Petit (formerly of Delft Hydraulics) and G. van Vledder (TU Delft), and two documents related to the SWAN model, the technical documentation for version 40.51A (SWAN 2007) , and a conference paper, Booij et al. (1997) . The first two documents are descriptions of numerical aspects of "PHIDIAS" model, and are referred to herein as the "PHIDIAS documentation".
In a rectilinear system, increasing the spatial index i directly translates to "increasing the x position", and similar for j and the y position; thus i x n n = and j y n n = .
The fundamental difference for a curvilinear coordinate system is that the globally defined measures of position, x and y, do not have a consistently defined correspondence with the grid indices i and j. The user provides the grid as j i x , and j i y , . The concept of x n , y n is no longer valid; rather, the spatial grids are sized by i n , j n only. For finite difference operations, such as used by the geographic propagation scheme, the model requires information about the variation of the index space with regard to the positional (x,y) space. Since i is a counter, not a "space", index space is presented in the equations below as (p,q); however, there is a direct correspondence between p and i, with 1 == ∆p ; and similar for q and j. The derivatives of (p,q) with respect to (x,y) cannot be calculated directly since (x,y) are defined on (p,q), not vice versa. Thus, the first step is to calculate the derivatives of (x,y) with respect to (p,q). A centered finite difference approximation is used for the interior points:
At this point, a Jacobian can be calculated, which can also be thought of as a metric for the local grid curvature:
This allows the model to calculate the necessary quantities, the derivatives of (p,q) with respect to (x,y):
For the special case of a rectilinear grid, these derivatives become:
Two other quantities are calculated which provide useful approximations for grid cell size, comparable to x ∆ and y ∆ of rectilinear grids:
Spatial Gradients Spatial gradients of the depth and currents must be calculated in order to calculate spectral propagation speeds, e.g. for refraction. In the rectilinear WW3, the depth gradient is simply
The curvilinear calculation is via chain rule:
, and
∂ having been calculated using the indirect finite differencing as shown in Section 3.1. The calculation of the gradients of the x and y components of the current velocity is performed in the same way as for the depths shown here.
3.3.
Propagation using the "PHIDIAS method" WW3 uses a flux method for geographic propagation, in conjunction with either the first order upwind explicit scheme, or the higher order "ULTIMATE QUICKEST" scheme, which is detailed in Leonard (1991) . To generalize these methods for curvilinear coordinates, we follow the suggestion given in the PHIDIAS documentation, which is to use the Jacobian given above to convert the entire problem between the normal, curving space and a straightened space. Unlike the PHIDIAS suggestion, however, this conversion is performed only inside the propagation routine, rather than integrating the entire model in straightened space, which would require transformation of model source terms, etc. A simple, three step process is used every time the propagation subroutine is called (i.e. for every time step and every spectral component): 1) Convert dependent variable (wave action density) to straightened space:
2) Propagate wave action density using flux method via subroutine calls for each (of two) grid axes. 3) Convert wave action density back to normal, curved space:
In the pre-existing WW3, the subroutine that executes the flux method for x and y assumes that the axes are orthogonal and that the grid spacing is uniform. The primary advantage of the PHIDIAS approach is that this fluxing subroutine is not modified. The fluxing is being performed for p and q, but this is transparent to subroutine itself. In the straightened space, the axes are orthogonal, with
The propagation velocities need to be provided to the fluxing subroutine in the straightened, index space. These velocities are: Though this method differs slightly from the description given in the PHIDIAS documentation, we refer to it herein as the "PHIDIAS method" for propagation on a curvilinear grid.
3.4.
Anti-GSE measures WW3 provides two options for dealing with the Garden Sprinkler Effect (GSE). One involves the addition of a diffusion scheme to the governing equation, following Booij and Holthuijsen (1987) . The other method involves directionally appropriate spatial averaging, following Tolman (2002b) . Both methods are now implemented in WW3 for curvilinear coordinates. These calculations are performed in curved (normal) space.
3.4.1.
Diffusion method The diffusion occurs separate from all other operations, within the propagation subroutine. The scheme is implemented in curvilinear coordinates in a manner similar to that used in the curvilinear SWAN code (undocumented, but see code of public versions 40.11 and all later versions). The update step is: The diffusion coefficients D, are taken directly from Booij and Holthuijsen (1987) , and are not changed during the generalization of WW3 for curvilinear coordinates:
Here, the subscript of D indicates the direction of the diffusion, in tensor notation, with s indicating "in the direction of propagation" and n indicating "normal to the propagation direction".
The Q terms are simply the components of a particular finite difference scheme for diffusion in two dimensions (equivalent to the scheme given in Fletcher (1991, Volume 2, p. 57, eq. 12.34) :
These Q terms are also not changed in the curvilinear WW3 code; thus, the same finite difference scheme is used as before. For the special, less general, case of a rectilinear grid, the curvilinear solution reduces to:
Averaging method Normal and parallel width in the pre-existing WW3 is:
A global tuning parameters is set in the code,
. n α is the averaging area for correcting the GSE associated with directional binning; it is user-specified, 1.5 by default. s α is the averaging area for correcting the GSE associated with frequency (group velocity) binning, and is also 1.5 by default. γ is the frequency bin increment,
The parameter t n ∆ is related to the dynamic time stepping in WW3, relating the global time step to the sub-step:
. Division by t n ∆ in the pre-existing WW3 (eq. 3.4-16) may be unintentional, since it apparently does not follow Tolman (2002b) , does not appear in the c F , θ calculation, and is not intuitive, but we retain this feature in the curvilinear version, for consistency during verification, with probable revision later.
In the curvilinear WW3, it is changed to:
The strength of the averaging scheme is dependent on grid resolution. Since grid resolution is non-uniform for curvilinear grids, this will mean that the strength of the averaging will also be non-uniform. This is not a desirable effect. A potential future upgrade would be to add an additional term/factor that balances the effect of the spatial variation of grid resolution.
Verification
In this section, verification test cases are presented. Herein, the propagation schemes are referenced as: 1) Propagation scheme 1, which is the first order upwind explicit scheme. Here, the x and y propagation occurs in a single step. 2) Propagation scheme 2, which is the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme with the additional diffusion term included to address the Garden Sprinkler Effect problem. 3) Propagation scheme 3, which is the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme with a spatial averaging procedure included to address the Garden Sprinkler Effect problem.
With schemes 2 and 3, the x and y propagation occurs in two separate steps, specifically, two separate calls to the ULTIMATE QUICKEST fluxing subroutine. The GSE corrections are also performed in separate steps. For example, with propagation scheme 2, the sequence is: 1. propagate in x (or y) 2. propagate in y (or x) 3. add diffusion Parentheses here indicate that the order is reversed every other time step.
4.1.
One-dimensional propagation 4.1.1. Test case tp1.1 Summary: Full global propagation of Gaussian spike along the equator (onedimensional), a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22. Settings:
• 
• Garden Sprinkler Corrections disabled (note that with this setting, propagation schemes 2 and 3 should produce identical results)
Six (6) cases tested:
• rectilinear, pseudo-curvilinear • propagation schemes 1,2,3 Baseline: v3.13 with propagation schemes 1,2,3 Result: exact match.
4.1.2.
Test case tp1.2 Summary: Partial propagation of Gaussian spike along meridian (one-dimensional), a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22. Settings:
Three (3) cases tested:
• rectilinear only • propagation schemes 1,2,3 Baseline: v3.13 with propagation schemes 1,2,3 Result: exact match.
4.1.3.
Test case tp1.3 Summary: Test for monochromatic shoaling (one-dimensional). This is a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22.
Settings:
• • duration=2 days, 19680606 000000 to 19680608 000000
Three (3) cases tested (rectilinear only):
(1,2)= propagation schemes 1,2 without GSE correction (3)= propagation scheme 3 with s α = n α = 1.50
Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations
Result:
Cases (1) and (2) match exactly. Case (3) shows very minor differences.
Test case tp1.4 Summary: Test of spectral refraction (one-dimensional propagation, x-direction)
. This is a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22.
Settings:
• • duration=12 hours, 19680606 000000 to 19680606 120000
Three (3) cases tested (rectilinear only): Cases (1,2,3)= propagation schemes 1,2,3 Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: Case (1) matches exactly.
Cases (2,3) shows insignificant differences.
4.1.5.
Test case tp1.5 Summary: Test of spectral refraction (one-dimensional propagation, y-direction). This is a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22.
Settings:
• • duration=12 hours , 19680606 000000 to 19680606 120000
Three (3) cases tested (rectilinear only): Cases (1,2,3)= propagation schemes 1,2,3 Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: Case (1) matches exactly. Cases (2,3) shows insignificant differences.
4.1.6.
Test case tp1.6 Summary: Test with wave blocking (one-dimensional propagation). This is a test case included in public release WW3 v2.22.
Settings:
• • duration=1 day , 19680606 000000 to 19680607 000000
One (1) case tested:
• rectilinear only • propagation scheme 1 only Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: exact match.
4.1.7.
Test case tp1.6e Summary: A new test case, based on tp1.6: 1-d, opposing current that becomes stronger in the down-wave direction. The difference from tp1.6 is that the currents are not so strong that blocking occurs.
Configuration, other than current field, is identical to tp1.6
• rectilinear only • propagation schemes 1,2,3 Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: exact match.
The results for test cases tp1.6 and tp1.6e are shown in Figure 4 -1. Results using new code match that from v3.13 exactly, so only one model result is plotted for each of the two test cases. Three (3) cases tested:
• rectilinear only • propagation schemes 1,2,3 without GSE correction Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: exact match.
4.2.2.
Test case tp2.1b Summary: Two-dimensional propagation of a single Gaussian spike under angle with a Cartesian (meters-meters) rectilinear grid, with optional extension to multiple spikes/angles.
Settings:
• Figure 4-2 shows the result for test case tp2.1b with propagation scheme 1 after 24 hours of propagation. Since there is no GSE correction for this scheme, the reduction in amplitude of the signal seen in the figure is entirely due to unintentional numerical diffusion. This first order upwind explicit scheme, employed as the default scheme in most implementations of the WAM model (WAMDI Group 1988) , is notorious for having diffusion characteristics that are dependent on the direction of propagation. This is evident here, with the four signals propagating along the grid axes being less strongly diffused. Inconsistency in the nature of the strong shape distortion is also evident. 
4.2.3.
Test case tp2.1c Summary: Similar to 2.1b {two-dimensional propagation of a single Gaussian spike under angle with a Cartesian (meters-meters) grid, with optional extension to multiple spikes/angles}, but on a true curvilinear grid. Grid is the top left quadrant of a polar grid.
Settings:
• • Propagation scheme 1, volume change over duration of simulation is 0.02% • Propagation schemes 2 and 3, with no GSE correction: 0.01% • Propagation scheme 2, with s T = 14400 s : 0.09% • Propagation scheme 3, s α = n α = 1.50: 0.31% Figure 4 -4 shows the result for test case tp2.1c with propagation scheme 1. Again, the scheme shows strong numerical diffusion. The tendency to favor a particular propagation direction is less evident, since none of the signals are propagating exactly along the grid lines, unlike the rectilinear example (tp2.1b). Inconsistent manner of shape distortion is, however, still apparent.
Figure 4-5 shows the result for test case tp2.1c with propagation scheme 2, without GSE controls (i.e. s T =0). Here, in contrast to Figure 4 -3, there is noticeable numerical diffusion, with a modest reduction in amplitude visible. There is also some distortion in shape, with the low energy contours of most of the 12 signals taking a squared-off shape. However, the diffusion and distortion is still far better than that of the first order scheme on either grid type and the manner of distortion is less dependent on propagation direction. There is less amplitude reduction for the signals propagating toward the lower right. This is due to the higher resolution in this portion of the grid, which reduces diffusion.
Figure 4-6 shows the result for test case tp2.1c with propagation scheme 2, with s T =4 hours. A time step size xy t ∆ =90 s is used here. Here, the GSE control is active, but is only 25% of the strength that should ideally be applied. (Since the "final state" being evaluated is after 24 hours of propagation, the optimal diffusion strength s T is 24 hours.).
Even with the diffusion strength at only 25%, the "squaring off" of the signals is hardly, if at all, noticeable. Again, the unintentional numerical diffusion is slightly less for the signals propagating toward the lower right, due to inhomogeneous spatial resolution.
Figure 4-7 shows the result for test case tp2.1c with propagation scheme 2, with s T =24 hours. Here, the GSE control is active, and is applied at the optimal strength: s T is equal to the simulation duration. The result is a continuous circular geographic distribution of energy, a very nice result qualitatively similar to what one would expect with, e.g.,
, for which GSE would be unnoticeable. It should be noted here that the propagation time step was rather restrictive in this case, since, all else being equal, a larger s T requires a smaller time step size; xy t ∆ =10 s is used here, which may not be feasible for a typical operational model. approximately similar to that of propagation scheme 2, with s T =4 hours. Scheme 3, however, has the advantage of not influencing the choice of time step size, so it will often be considerably faster than scheme 2. One small defect is evident, though: the amplitudes of the signals propagating toward the lower right are larger. We know from Figure 4 -6 that only a minority of this can be attributed to the reduction of unintentional numerical diffusion by increased resolution. Most of the difference must then be due to the averaging method, which, as presently designed, does not take into account the spatial variation of the geographic resolution possible with curvilinear grids. Specifically, where the grid cell size is larger, the effect of the averaging is greater. This could potentially be addressed by scaling g α such that it is increased (decreased) where the local grid resolution, Five (5) Three (3) cases tested:
• rectilinear only • propagation schemes 1,2 without GSE correction • propagation scheme 2 with s T = 48 hours Baseline: equivalent v3.13 simulations Result: exact match in deep water; near-exact match near coastline Figure 4 -9 shows the result for test case tp2.4 with propagation scheme 2, without GSE controls (i.e. s T =0), after 19 hours of propagation. Note that the end distribution is not quite ellipsoid (broader at the top), due to plotting with Mercator projection. The increased diffusion compared to tp2.1b is due to the relatively coarse resolution, i.e. the spatial variation of each signal is described with fewer grid points, compared to tp2.1b, which has fives times the number of sea points. 
4.2.7.
Test case tp2.4c Summary: This is like tp2.4 {two-dimensional propagation of a single Gaussian spike under angle with a spherical (latitude-longitude) grid, with optional extension to multiple spikes/angles.}, except that it is on a true curvilinear grid. Relative to our meters-grid test case 2.1c, this one has fewer grid points (i.e. less well-resolved signals), has less variation in grid spacing and is more orthogonal (i.e. closer to rectilinear).
Settings:
• Three (3) cases tested (curvilinear only):
• propagation scheme 1 • propagation schemes 2,3 without GSE correction 
Test case tp2.5c
Summary: This is like tp2.4c {two-dimensional propagation of a single Gaussian spike under angle with a spherical (latitude-longitude) curvilinear grid, with optional extension to multiple spikes/angles.}, but this is for a hypothetical ice-free Arctic up to 88°N. The latter is noteworthy, as modeling of such a region with a rectilinear grid would be highly inefficient 1 . The grid is a polar stereographic grid, used for a COAMPS Arctic model, and was provided by FNMOC. The number of sea points, and therefore computation time, is similar to that of tp2.1c. • depths: The region is the Arctic Ocean, with depths taken from the GEODAS database. The grid is true curvilinear, a stereographic projection.
• ice: The ice representation feature of WW3 is not used here. Rather, this is meant to be a hypothetical scenario for an ice-free Arctic. Land is artificially applied north of 88°N, and the grid does extend all the way to the pole, so this can be imagined as polar ice. However, our motivation for blocking waves north of 88°N is actually unrelated to ice, but is due to a singularity at the North Pole, see below.
• input spectrum: JONSWAP spectrum, with spatial distribution of a Gaussian spike centered at 150°W, 83°N.
• duration: 12 or 24 hours
Three (3) cases tested (curvilinear only):
• propagation schemes 2,3 without GSE correction • propagation scheme 2 with s T = 2500 s • propagation scheme 3 with default averaging: s α = n α = 1.50
Verification method (qualitative only): As mentioned above, it is impractical to apply a rectilinear grid to this region. Therefore, verification is simply inspection for obvious, visible problems.
To demonstrate that the tp2.5c grid is not, in fact, rectilinear, Figure 4 -12 shows the points of the grid, plotted on a Mercator projection. Figure 4 -13 shows the result for test case tp2.5c with propagation scheme 3, without GSE controls (i.e. s α = n α =0) and with 36 directional bins, after 17 hours of propagating an isotropic swell field. The results look very reasonable. One nice feature is that hardly any Garden Sprinkler effect is visible, even without GSE controls active, suggesting for this case that using this moderately high directional resolution is sufficient to counter the problem. Distortion of the swell signal north of Siberia is evident; this is a physical effect, resulting from interaction with the relatively broad continental shelf there (depth contours shown). Figure 4 -14 shows the result for test case tp2.5c with propagation scheme 3, without GSE controls (i.e. s α = n α =0) similar to the prior example, but with 12 directional bins, and after only 8 hours of propagating the isotropic swell field. With this very coarse directional resolution-a typical operational model uses 24 bins-and with GSE controls disabled, the individual directional components are visible here (i.e. large GSE). The most remarkable feature, however, is the very inhomogeneous distortion of each signal, with the directional components from 150°, 180°, and 210° (i.e. the three signals propagating toward a northerly direction) markedly focused. Though this problem might at first appear to be due to some problem of the geographic propagation scheme or the curvilinear implementation, it is actually due to the method of defining wave directions in the specification of the spectral grid. Consider, for example, a single swell field, broadly distributed in geographic space, but with all energy contained in the directional bin 180°. In this case, all the energy, everywhere in the swell field, is propagating toward the North Pole, and so as it nears the North Pole, there is a visible convergence of all this energy, and at the North Pole, a singularity. To some extent, this can be blamed on a somewhat unreasonable initial condition, but nevertheless it does imply a likely problem for wave modeling in the Arctic. The problem can be corrected by changing the model to allow the user to define an alternate reference point for defining spectral directions (the farther away, the better), but the method details are not obvious.
Figure 4-12 Grid points for test case tp2.5c
Curvilinear WAVEWATCH III Test case tps1 Summary: Case for simultaneously testing propagation and source terms. Grid is rectilinear and spherical (latitude-longitude), corresponding to northeast Pacific Ocean (identical to 2.4). Wind field is a fictitious extra-tropical cyclone. The input wind field is also rectilinear, but is not at the same resolution as the computational grid.
Settings:
• • Default Tolman and Chalikov (1996) 
4.3.2.
Test case tps1c Summary: Like tps1, this is a case for simultaneously testing propagation and source terms on a spherical (latitude-longitude) grid, corresponding to northeast Pacific Ocean, with fictitious extra-tropical cyclone for wind field. The wind field input is rectilinear and is identical to the input field used for tps1. Unlike tps1, tps1c is on a true curvilinear grid, a Lambert Conformal projection (identical to 2.4c).
Settings:
•
• computational grid: curvilinear (Lambert Conformal projection), same as 2.4c, corresponding to FNMOC COAMPS grid for northeast Pacific Ocean.
• depths: same as 2.4c, taken from NOAA GEODAS database.
• initial condition, JONSWAP, using fetch-limited approximation, same as tps1 • no GSE corrections • Default Tolman and Chalikov physics used • Wind file: rectilinear, same as tps1
One case tested, with propagation scheme 2.
Verification: visual comparison with tps1
Result: no problems detected Since the source/sink terms are handled in a separate step from the propagation, we do not expect any problems associated with wave generation/decay on the curvilinear coordinates. This test case is designed to verify that. Figure 4 -16 shows the result for test case tps1c with propagation scheme 2, without GSE controls (i.e. s T =0). The desired outcome is observed: again, the result looks very similar to its rectilinear counterpart (Figure 4-15) . Verification by reading WW3 binary containing re-gridded wind fields and plotting against similar fields with v3.13 binary. The new code was tested using both rectilinear and pseudo-curvilinear grid specification.
Result: negligible differences.
Test case tw2
Summary: Like tw1, except with higher computation grid resolution. This is a more severe test of the wind field pre-processing ("ww3_prep") program than tw1.
Settings:
• Verification by reading WW3 binary containing re-gridded wind fields and plotting against similar fields with v3.13 binary. The new code was tested using both rectilinear and pseudo-curvilinear grid specification.
Result: negligible differences. 
Test case tw3b
Summary: Third test case for wind field pre-processing ("ww3_prep") program. Computational grid is rectilinear and Cartesian (meters). Wind input is also on a rectilinear grid. Thus, this test case is fairly similar to tw2, the difference being that this one (tw3b) is on a meters grid and uses an artificial wind vortex. 
4.4.4.
Test case tw3c Summary: Fourth test case for wind field pre-processing ("ww3_prep") program. Here, the computational grid is curvilinear (upper left quadrant of a polar grid) and Cartesian (meters), identical to the grid of tp2.1c. The wind input file is identical to that of tw3b: describing a fictitious moving vortex, defined on a rectilinear grid.
Settings:
• Verification is performed by taking the rectilinear input grid and the curvilinear output grid (created using the "dry run…no wave computation" option available in WW3), regridding both to a common relatively fine ( x ∆ =3125 m , y ∆ =2000 m) rectilinear grid using built-in Matlab functions, then comparing quantitatively.
Result: Some differences, but very localized. Figure 4 -19 shows the comparison on the fine rectilinear grid for the x component of the wind speed. The entire computational grid is not shown; instead, a sub-region is shown, x range 3500 km to 4500 km and y range 4000 km to 5000 km. This corresponds to the region of the grid where differences are most noticeable, near the center of the vortex. The problem area is very localized, near the center of the vortex, and it is possible that the Matlab interpolation functions are responsible for some of the differences. 
4.5.
Multi-grid model An objective of this effort is that the pre-existing multi-grid capabilities of WW3 (Tolman 2007) are not broken by the introduction of the new features (unified grid and curvilinear coordinate system). Verification is briefly described here. Three of the preexisting NCEP multi-grid test grid-sets were imported into the NRL test repository (NCEP designation: "mww3_test_02", "mww3_test_03", "mww3_test_05"). Each of these three grid-sets contains a number of test cases, (4, 4, and 2, respectively), each variant using a different combination of grids; thus 10 multi-grid test cases were imported. Obviously, each grid-set has multiple grids-5, 8, and 5 respectively-though a typical test case does not use all of a grid-set's grids simultaneously. These 10 test cases were all run using the new code, and no problems were noted during execution. Output from the four mww3_test_02 test cases (a, b, c, and d) were examined graphically and no problems were noted.
The multi-grid WW3 has not been extended such that one or more of the grids are curvilinear. This will be addressed in a future effort.
5.
Discussion of alternate method: local rotation method 5.1. Method Description The "PHIDIAS method" implemented as described above, was not the first method applied. One method was implemented prior. That other method is described in this section.
The NCOM (Navy Coastal Ocean Model) documentation (Martin, 2000) notes three basic difficulties that must be addressed when implementing a curvilinear system for an ocean model:
1. The horizontal grid spacing x ∆ , y ∆ is non-uniform and must be stored as arrays. 2. The fluxes between grid cells must account for the changing size of the grid cells. 3. Correction terms are needed to account for exchange between u and v momentum due to horizontal transport along curving grid coordinates.
Item (1) is a relatively obvious coding change, though of course there are several other variables derived from x ∆ , y ∆ which must therefore also be made spatially nonuniform. Item (2) is very simple in the case of both NCOM and WW3, since both use flux methods: the flux "out of" a given grid cell is necessarily equivalent to the flux "into" its neighbor along that cell boundary, so conservation is maintained regardless of any curving of the grid. For item (3), the WW3 approach must differ somewhat from that of NCOM, since the directionality is handled not by separate tracking of the vector described by u and v, but rather via the spectral density as function of propagation direction, θ. However, a fundamentally similar procedure can be used. Specifically, during the propagation stage, the propagation direction is adjusted based on the local rotation of the grid axis. This method was implemented and is referred to here as the local rotation method.
The flux method used in WW3 is a two step process. First, the fluxes are calculated for all cell boundaries. Second, at the "propagation stage", the fluxes are applied to update the spectral density, which is defined at the cell centers. With the pre-existing WW3, giving the x-propagation as an example, the non-dimensional o update local density using fluxes at the two boundaries: ν . The latter approach implies that the cell density update is using two inconsistent definitions of ν for the left and right cell boundaries, which naturally leads to violation of energy flux conservation. On the other hand, the value for C must be allowed to differ between the left and right cell boundaries; otherwise, the model will not be able to produce shoaling/de-shoaling due to spatial variations in depths and currents.
With the local rotation method, the grid cell rotation must be defined as uniform for any given cell. Most importantly, the left cell boundary and the right cell boundary cannot have two different rotations. The revised procedure is therefore:
1. 
o calculate density at cell boundaries, e.g. o update local density using fluxes at the two boundaries using celluniform value of ν :
One might imagine a scenario in which wave energy, traveling in a straight line through a curving grid cell, enters through the left boundary and then exits through some combination of the right and top (or bottom) boundary (Figure 5-1a) . In fact, this does not occur, as will be explained now. As noted above, WW3 uses a split calculation for independent treatment of x and y propagation. Thus, for energy entering through the left (low-x) boundary of a cell produces three possible outcomes, either: a) it exits through the right (high-x) boundary, b) it produces a change to the density in the cell, or c) some combination of (a) and (b). It is not possible for some of this energy to exit through, for example, the top (high-y) boundary. This holds true for the model modified to use the local rotation method, since it also uses split calculations. Thus the individual cells of a curvilinear grid should be imagined as consisting of straight lines, even if the grid itself is severely curved (Figure 5-1b) . Thus, it is easy to understand that a grid should be designed to be as orthogonal as possible, to reduce numerical error. In fact, this is probably true for any numerical model on a curvilinear grid.
Note that with the PHIDIAS approach, all propagation and fluxing is performed in "straightened space", so all cell boundaries have identical rotation, and this issue is moot. 
5.2.
Results using local rotation method and contrast with PHIDIAS method Results using the local rotation method are not presented here, for the simple reason that the results are practically indistinguishable from those using the PHIDIAS method. Thus, both methods have the modest defect of tending to square off the energy contours in cases of severely curving grids, for example, as seen in Figure 4 -5. In fact, the local rotation method was the method first implemented, and experiments with the PHIDIAS method were originally considered as potential means to improve this defect. Of course, both methods have a number of positive characteristics also; these are summarized in Section 6.
With the similarity of results, the choice between the two methods must be made based on computational run times and code simplicity. The run times with the two methods indicate insignificant difference. The PHIDIAS method was chosen over the local rotation method because it requires fewer lines of code modified from v3.13. This is primarily due to the need to modify the flux/propagation routine when using the local rotation method, as described above, whereas with the PHIDIAS method, the original subroutine for flux/propagation can be applied without any modification.
Closing remarks
The extension of WW3 for propagation to curvilinear coordinate grid systems, in its present form, has the following negative characteristics: 1. When using the averaging technique for controlling the Garden Sprinkler Effect (GSE), the strength of the averaging is directly related to the local resolution. In some cases, this will lead to some minor inconsistencies in the correction (e.g. Figure 4-8) . Addressing of this behavior should be fairly straightforward (Section 4.2.3), but would subsequently require additional testing. 2. When propagating wave energy features with strong horizontal curvature 2 2 x E v ∂ ∂ , on a grid with severe curvature, with GSE corrections improperly disabled, some distortion of the energy contour will occur (e.g. see squaring of low-energy contours in Figure 4 -5). The extended code has these positive characteristics:
1. properly conserving energy flux, 2. matching results of v3.13 for rectilinear cases, 3. providing propagation that • is as accurate as the original model for mildly curving grids (e.g. Figure  4 -11) • is much more accurate than an analogous implementation of the first order scheme on a rectilinear grid, even for severely curving grids (Figure 4 -2 versus Figure 4 -5) • has no visible defects, provided that GSE corrections are activated by the user, especially when proper correction strength is used (Figure 4-7) , but also even when relatively weak correction strength is used (Figure 4-6 ) . There are two other items left as potential further work:
1. The modifications to the code described herein, do not conflict with the preexisting multi-grid feature described in Tolman (2007) . This has been confirmed by running the NCEP-provided multi-grid test cases with the new code. However, those test cases utilize rectilinear grids, and the multi-grid code has not been extended to accommodate curvilinear grids. 2. As mentioned in the presentation of test case tp2.5c, there exists a singularity at the North Pole due to the specification of spectral direction components relative to the North Pole. The problem can be corrected by changing the model to allow the user to define an alternate reference point for defining spectral directions (the farther away, the better), but the method details are not obvious.
7.
for the rectilinear case has the following lines where the input grid and depths are specified: The primary difference is that instead of specifying the x and y coordinates using x ∆ , y ∆ , etc., the x and y grids are read in. The two lines above serving this purpose have syntax mostly similar to those already used for the reading in the water depths. Specifically, the variables read in on that line are, in order: 1) the file unit number, 2) a scale factor, 3) an offset (primarily for use to reduce file size when large numbers in the file are changing by very small increments, as with a high resolution latitude-longitude grid), 4) a layout indicator, 5) the first format indicator, 6) the second format indicator, 7) a file type parameter, and 8) the filename. Items 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 are also found in the preexisting instructions for reading in water depths. Note that the layout indicator is not particularly important for a curvilinear grid, except insofar as all files should use a consistent layout, and may be removed in a future version.
Comparing the new version of WW3 versus the pre-existing version for a standard rectilinear case, the only change is the line in the example above:
'RECT' F F These lines indicate 1) whether rectilinear or curvilinear, 2) whether described as Cartesian (in meters) or spherical (in degrees), and 3) whether "global" (a slightly inaccurate name, used here to indicate that the domain is wrapped such that energy leaving through high-x boundary should be transferred to enter back in at the low-x boundary and vice versa). It is important to note that ww3_grid.inp files pre-dating this new model version will not work. For compatibility with the new version, this line must be added.
Finally, in the switch file used for pre-processing the Fortran code during compilation, the specification of XYG vs. LLG is no longer needed due to the new "unified grid approach" described above. However, if one of these switches is mistakenly included, this does not cause problems for the pre-processing software.
